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Title word cross-reference

$(\beta, \gamma, \delta)$ [250]. + [602]. $K$ [633, 586, 800, 548, 843, 896, 760, 874, 580, 648, 898, 702]. $N$ [226]. $pq$ [749].


2007 [713, 710, 709, 716]. 2008 [739].

'86 [983].

9 [244]. 92a [388]. 9th [981].

= [344].


692, 598, 698, 532, 576, 512, 534, 582, 512].
Distribution [256]. Distributive [391].
Driven [468, 913, 822, 570]. DTD [966].
DTDs [756]. Duplicate [186, 789].
Duration [447]. Dynamic [379, 144, 80, 291, 357, 321, 224, 331, 632, 122, 520, 241, 310, 10, 691, 522, 542, 566, 480, 559].
dynamically [599, 582].

eager [528]. EAS [198]. EAS-E [198].
EDBT [686]. Edge [173]. Edit [900, 600, 842, 849]. edit-distance [842].
effectively [778]. Effectiveness [365].
elastic [383]. ElasTraS [383].
electronic [504]. elements [557, 760, 648].
Elevating [474]. ELFS [280]. Elimination [186, 935, 469]. Emancipating [526].
Embedded [343, 835, 663]. Embedding [791, 693]. Embedding-based [791].
embeddings [667, 600]. Empirical [423].
EmptyHeaded [971]. Enabling [822].
Encipherment [4]. Encoding [171, 456].
encountered [523]. Encryption [127, 757].
End [261]. ENFrame [925]. Engine [971, 712, 607]. English [280].
Enhancements [183]. Enhancing [38].
Ensuring [499]. Entangled [822].
Enterprise [944]. Entities [940]. Entity [3, 381, 405, 638].
Entity-Relationship [3, 381, 405, 638]. entropy [807].
Environment [288, 525, 689, 647].
Environments [401, 559]. ephemeral [478].
Equi [884]. Equi-Join [884]. Equijoin [378]. equivalence [798].
Error [432, 927, 771, 616, 707]. Error-Tolerant [927].
Escrow [278]. Essence [915].
Essential [588]. estimates [705].
Estimating [328, 715, 671, 387, 246].
Estimation [913, 46, 661, 807, 704].
estimations [670]. Estimators [390].
Euclidean [965]. Evaluating [580, 751].
evolution [523, 480]. Evolutions [932].
Exact [936, 951, 813, 956, 908, 849, 688].
Example [603, 937, 346]. Examples [919, 963, 797]. exceptional [727].
Exceptions [260, 514]. exchange [597, 785, 658, 788, 852]. exchanged [742].
Exchanging [593]. Execution [190, 201, 461, 939, 806].
Expansions [170, 287, 418]. expensive [497].
Experimental [329]. Experiments [77].
Expressing [579]. Expression [920, 848, 841]. Expressions [85, 335, 455, 951, 975, 104, 242, 396, 756, 857].
Expressive [832, 650]. Expressiveness [714, 640, 966, 717]. Extended [62, 446, 144, 669, 381, 478, 425, 405, 322, 403].
Extendible [80].
Extending [84, 949, 305, 297, 868]. Extensible [317, 400, 850].
Extension [31, 218, 544, 514]. External [882, 126, 860].
Extracting [585]. Extraction [928, 299, 909, 725, 732, 29].

F [403]. Facilitate [441]. Facility
Heuristics [83]. Hierarchical
[53, 193, 707, 116, 242, 24, 854]. Hierarchies
high-dimensional [765]. High-Level
[134, 834]. High-Performance
[275, 854, 829, 854, 834, 35, 134, 524, 569, 765].
High-Level
[134, 834]. High-Performance
[275, 854, 829, 854, 834, 35, 134, 524, 569, 765].
High-Throughput [829].
Higher [406]. highly [612].
highly-available [612]. histogram [631].
Histories [268]. History [456]. hitters
[771]. Hoc [117, 884, 957]. Homogeneous
[323, 431]. Horizontally
[263]. Horn [371].
Hosting [243]. hot [599]. Human
[158, 63, 141]. Hybrid [944, 856].
I/O [770, 535, 888, 341, 827, 245].
I/O-Efficient [888, 827]. ICDT [639, 716].
iDistance [602]. IFO [304]. Ignorance
Implementing [65, 470, 57, 87, 528].
Implication [471, 814]. Implications
Imprecise [343]. Improved [128].
Improving [676, 515, 643, 764, 63, 920, 134].
In-Situ [916]. INCINERATE [454].
Inclusion [969, 848]. Incomplete
[892, 78, 267, 315, 165, 627, 507].
Inconsistencies [928, 695]. inconsistent
[699, 759]. incorporate [541].
Incorporating [738, 167]. Increase [345].
Increasing [449, 236]. Incremental
[455, 590, 774, 851, 610, 386, 847, 551].
Indefinite [350]. Independence [399].
Independent [351, 39, 638].
Independently [73]. indeterminacy [492].
Index [433, 491, 64, 83, 570, 143, 182, 287, 341, 329, 443, 880, 762, 708]. Index-driven
[570]. Index-Sequential [143].
indexability [641]. Indexed [288]. Indexes
[26, 591, 675, 747]. Indexing
[513, 194, 309, 964, 628, 156, 863, 549, 602, 781, 632, 841, 592, 618, 505]. Indices
[293, 622]. Inference [756, 465, 220, 755].
Inferential [273, 44]. Inferring [929].
Infinite [419]. Influence [69]. Information
informative [764]. INGRES [12]. Inner
[956]. Input [733]. Input-sensitive [733].
inputs [678]. Instance [413]. Instances
[917, 526]. Instant [776]. instruction [643].
Integer [470, 820, 494]. Integrated
[259, 266, 198, 760, 648]. Integrating
[626, 532]. Integration [915, 608]. Integrity
[444, 456, 947, 132, 27, 344, 614, 731].
Intelligent [410]. intensional [593].
Intensive [100]. Interactions [63].
Interactive [249]. interactively [681].
Interface [324, 49, 245, 603]. Interfaces
[413, 630]. Interleaving [975].
intermediates [769]. Internal [213].
International [985, 275, 983, 979, 980, 981].
Internet [510]. Interoperability [441, 544].
Interpretations [157]. Interpreter [151].
Interval [33]. Introduction
[679, 639, 686, 713, 710, 92, 716, 683].
Inverses [700]. Inverted [505, 18].
Inverting [884]. investment [532]. Invited
[887, 768, 794, 853]. Irrelevant [340].
isolation [740, 605, 731, 546]. Issue
[887, 709, 768, 794, 853, 739]. Issues
[361, 78]. Issuing [930]. Italy [981]. items
[599]. Itemsets [881]. Iterative
[327, 563, 522].
Jobs [873]. Join
[335, 919, 347, 264, 432, 960, 885, 907, 391, 884, 239, 314, 263, 270, 211, 293, 967, 733, 676, 633, 563, 666, 655, 803, 704, 868].
Join-Like [885]. Joined [171]. Joining
Journal [931]. Judicious [903].
K-d [144], KBs [834], Kent [203], Kernel [949], Key [472, 269, 960, 730], Key-Based [472], Keys [889, 942, 131], Keyword [910, 874, 737, 690, 755, 778, 840], Kinds [382], know [753], Knowledge [345, 184, 414, 349, 442], Korth [403],

labeled [749], Language [370, 151, 249, 972, 317, 260, 158, 474, 49, 414, 205, 194, 280, 235, 100, 346, 35, 120, 88, 294, 354, 141, 603, 503, 689, 47, 334], Languages [832, 243, 941, 152, 437, 323, 157, 255, 252, 450, 811, 717, 651, 782, 493, 608], Large [186, 935, 983, 979, 980, 27, 223, 9, 981, 15, 270, 513, 779, 549, 457, 781, 706, 635, 498, 855, 672], large-scale [706, 498], Layered [915], Lazy [930], Learning [919, 861, 937, 488], Least [89], Leaves [144, 418], LEMP [956], Level [52, 35, 134, 535, 635, 499, 834, 747], level-two [635], Levels [9, 550], lexicographic [821], LH* [476], LH*RS [612], libraries [504], Lightweight [891], Like [885, 164], Limitations [951, 237, 70, 697], Limited [461], Limiting [432], Line [169], lineage [525], Linear [975, 109, 292, 170, 240, 321, 977, 221, 72, 356, 908, 848, 820], Linear-Time [356], Linearize [364], Linearly [45], Linked [197], Linking [940], List [197], Listing [888], Lists [56], lived [478], Load [384], Loading [916, 578], localization [699], Locally [549, 767], Location [914, 744, 763, 784], location-based [784], Lock [890], Locked [31], Locking [358, 279, 142, 97, 397, 34, 75, 438, 257, 429, 301, 761], Locks [173], log [478], Logging [397, 802, 478], Logic [936, 355, 150, 923, 296, 364, 536, 787, 553, 610, 810], Logic-Based [355], Logical [266, 213, 424, 252, 481, 767, 814, 535, 547], logics [745, 556], Long [447, 478], Long-Duration [447], Loss [299], Lossless [314], LRU [341],

M. [403], MA [979], Machine [332, 38, 211, 752], Machines [124], Magic [467], Main [270, 575], Maintainability [399], Maintainable [389], Maintaining [337, 357, 653], Maintenance [444, 633, 15, 847, 589, 551, 610], Majority [74], Making [605], Management [8, 62, 208, 20, 229, 985, 197, 114, 338, 414, 380, 51, 50, 276, 34, 281, 7, 302, 192, 374, 514, 726, 746, 478, 542, 587, 477, 504, 647], Manager [31, 890, 19, 475], Managers [7], Managing [412, 584, 838, 673], Manipulating [43], Manipulation [108], Many [969], map [839, 855, 581], Mapping [963, 742, 835, 609, 548], mappings [797, 861, 619, 684, 700, 711, 663], MapReduce [828, 873], March [982], Marrying [972], Massive [961, 795], Massive-Scale [961], Match [417, 73, 11, 76, 199, 200], Matcher [177], Matching [193, 912, 920, 851, 630, 835, 865, 791, 629, 754, 868], Materialization [948, 924], Materialize [367], Mathematical [172, 864], matrices [867], matter [811], Maximal [893, 176, 795], maximization [807], Maximizing [882, 825], Maximum [956], May [985], Maybe [202, 350], Meaning [84], Means [65, 362, 179], measures [669, 803], Measuring [954], Mechanism [59, 14, 106], Mechanisms [259, 94, 112, 129], Membership [103, 975], Memories [51, 270], Memory [31, 882, 133, 19, 352, 576, 586, 685, 860, 5, 575], Memory-Resident [352], Merge [56, 655, 687, 659], merge-reduce [687], Mergeable [859], Meta [916], Meta-Operator [916], metadata [587, 608], Meter [953], Method [379, 80, 829, 369, 397, 278, 386, 409, 436, 533, 502, 602, 842], Methodology [365, 306, 319, 659], Methods [951, 320, 123, 308, 691, 483, 497, 516, 840], Metric [696, 513, 554, 570], metrics
Models [446, 877, 172, 70, 874, 239, 395, 585, 782, 552].
modern [796]. Modified [436]. modifiers [530]. Modular [376, 405, 192].
Modularization [464]. Monadic [943].
Monitored [947]. Monitoring [82, 877, 721, 682]. Monotonicity [918].
Multi [36, 218, 675, 747].
multi-component [747]. multi-level [747].
Multi-resolution [675]. Multi-Valued [36, 218]. Multiattribute [144, 379].
Multibucket [418]. Multicast [388, 375].
multicore [796]. multicore/many [796].
multicore/many-core [796]. Multicores [890]. multidatabase [544].
Multidatabases [440, 499].
Multidimensional [284, 107, 118, 654, 632, 113, 674, 609].
Multikey [207, 308]. Multilevel [196, 374].
Multimedia [414]. Multiple
[901, 149, 81, 885, 907, 873, 209, 382, 311, 74, 286, 89, 550, 669, 538, 661, 694, 481].
Multiple-Disk [149]. Multiple-Query [311]. Multiple-Valued [89].
Multiprocessing [192]. Multiprocessor
[124, 210, 211]. MULTISAFE [192].
multiscale [653]. Multivalued [103].
Multiversion [195, 589, 552].
Multiversion-based [589]. Multiview
[498]. Multiway [543, 135, 869]. MVDs [298].
NAIL [519]. Naïve [892]. NaLIX [689].
names [835]. Native [587]. Natural
[49, 205, 194, 836, 689, 334]. near [789].
near-duplicate [789]. Nearest
[874, 783, 602, 606, 641, 765].
nearest-neighbor [783]. Necessary [364].
Negation [926]. Negative [920]. Neighbor
[874, 783, 602, 606, 765, 806].
neighbor-based [806]. neighbors [641].
Nested [455, 448, 164, 425, 466, 289, 396, 322, 403, 677, 644]. Nested-Transaction
[448]. Nesting [226, 968]. Network
[255, 734]. Networking [918]. Networks
[906, 914, 163, 962, 56, 175, 6, 830, 976, 921, 795, 758, 596, 634]. Next [373].
Next-Generation [373]. NFQL [334]. NJ
[985]. nn [633]. no [244, 403, 388]. node
[846, 662]. node-selecting [846, 662]. Noisy
[896]. Non [358, 632]. non-ordered [632].
Non-Two-Phase [358]. Nonprocedural
[158, 141]. nonrecursive [651]. Normal
[171, 66, 17, 406, 36, 131, 128, 466, 289, 166, 577, 489, 583]. Normalization [53, 320].
Note [50, 387]. November [981]. NT [447].
NT/PV [447]. Null [425, 145]. nulls [785].
Number [46, 601, 670]. numerical [759].
O [388, 770, 535, 341, 245]. O-Efficient
[888, 827]. Object
[139, 394, 268, 338, 414, 435, 382, 489, 310, 986, 556, 762, 539, 531, 502, 613, 547, 804].
Object- [382]. Object-Oriented
object-relational [613]. objectbase [480].
Objects [254, 290, 947, 468, 176, 880, 727, 521, 804, 628, 623, 584, 508]. Oblivious
[942, 866, 697]. Observing [386]. obstacles
[783]. October [981]. ODE [732]. ODMG
[512]. OLAP [614, 661]. OLTP [643, 872].
On-Line [169]. On-the-Fly [921]. One
[321, 828]. One-Access [321]. One-Pass


Relationship [3, 381, 405, 388, 375, 638, 517].


Remote [380, 445]. Removing [562].

Reordering [821, 479]. Reorganization [148, 32, 45, 10]. Repair [699].

Repairability [941]. repairing [759, 611].

Repetitive [117]. Replicas [330].


Representations [899]. Representative [917]. Representing [627, 405, 521].

reprinted [980]. requests [806]. requirements [576]. rescue [619].

Resident [352]. Resolution [440, 675].

Resolutions [945]. Resolving [181, 220].


Reverse [785, 748, 874]. reviewing [660].

Revisited [75, 970, 958, 911, 204].

Revisiting [846, 819]. Rewiring [921].

Rewriting [637, 886, 766]. RFID [844, 947].

RFID-data [844]. RFID-Monitored [947].

Rigorous [439]. Road [914, 962]. Robust [726, 934, 878, 881, 354, 730].

Robustness [191]. role [647]. Rollbacks [397]. rotating [5].

Roth [403]. Routing [384]. rows [821].

Rule [370, 400, 409, 588, 477]. Rule-Based [370, 400].

Rules [452, 464, 444, 461, 383, 527, 537, 553].

S [834]. Safe [493, 494]. Safety [339, 377].

Sample [105]. sampling [668, 705].

sampling-based [705]. Satisfiability [471].


Scale [905, 961, 706, 498].

Scaling [360].

SCALLA [828]. Scan [342]. SCANRAW [916]. Scans [341]. Schedulers [248].


Schemas [66, 902, 839]. SchemaSQL [544].

Schemata [116, 115, 147, 166, 489].

Scheme [351, 321, 431, 89, 801, 781].

Schemes [266, 389, 849]. scientific [572, 675].

Scope [434, 2, 451]. score [587].


SDM [130].

Search [4, 284, 108, 167, 874, 224, 44, 60,
Transparent [753]. Transposed [90].
TuG [723]. tuning [762, 613]. Tuple [950, 268]. Tuple-Generating [950].
Tuples [933]. Twelf [838]. twigs [629].
Typed [249, 243]. Types [353, 274, 848]. tyranny [526].

User [919, 69, 319, 509, 554, 613, 21]. user-defined [509, 554, 613]. users [506].
utilizing [764].
Valued [36, 923, 305, 89, 835, 218]. Values [933, 441, 42, 145, 651, 520].
Variable [329]. Variable-Depth [329]. Variants [231, 244].
Versus [353, 660, 505]. vertex [813].
Vertical [234, 915].
Very [983, 979, 980, 981, 969, 779]. via [797, 903, 820, 638, 852, 945, 976].
View [3, 381, 351, 156, 589, 525, 542, 561, 161].
Virtual [31, 41, 19, 752]. Virtue [930].
W3QL [503]. W3QS [503]. Waiting [407].
Walk [935]. Walks [921].
Warehous [903]. warehousing [525].


years [110].
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